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Colette Baron-Reid has expertly blended elements of the I-Ching, Norse runes, traditional tarot, and

other ancient divination tools into a sacred communication system: Wisdom of the Oracle. This

52-card deck and companion guidebook will allow you to interpret messages about all aspects of

your journey, with over 250 independent meanings that can speak to an unlimited number of

circumstances. Imagery of animals, the elements of nature, and other potent symbols will touch you

deeply so that a soulful dialogue about your life can take place. The Wisdom of the Oracle

Divination Cards are waiting for you to consult them so you may receive answers and know the way

forward to peace, purpose, prosperity, and love . . .
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Colette Baron-Reid is the author of Remembering the Future, Messages from Spirit, and The Map,

published in 27 languages, as well as The Wisdom of Avalon, Wisdom of the Hidden Realms, and

The Enchanted Map oracle card decks. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s an internationally acclaimed intuition expert

and psychic medium, known affectionately by her clients as Ã¢â‚¬Å“The OracleÃ¢â‚¬Â•; a keynote

speaker; and an artist, entrepreneur, and visionary. Originally from Toronto, Colette lives in

Connecticut with her husband and two Pomeranians. Website: www.colettebaronreid.com

This is one of the best decks I have seen. Clear messages and amazingly metaphorical imagery.

The Divine is to be found throughout this deck both in the images and in the messages. There are

52 gold gilded cards of a good stock. They are on the thin side but good for shuffling. The 204 page

guidebook separates the card message interpretations into 5 categories: essential, oracle,



prosperity, relationship and protection providing for Divine insight into a vast number of questions

and concerns. I just received it but I am certain this deck will be one of the first I go to for insight for

myself and others from now on. I am in awe. I know I haven't scratched the surface of this deck yet

but I am ready. It's beautiful.Update: after using this deck for two days... Wow! The accuracy is

impeccable. The messages are uplifting and motivating. This might be my new favorite deck!

Truth Be Told... A very accurate and stunning deck to own and use! The artistry has a wonderful

balance of color, contrast, and symbolism that is both appealing and meditative. It is not overly

human nor animal because it contains the energies and attributes of both life forms. Spirit's face is

in each card, reminding us that Spirit is always present no matter where we are or what situation we

find ourselves.The Guidebook is just a little over 200 pages, more than usual because the author

went to great lengths to fully explain each card. As mentioned, there are over 250 independent

meanings! I applaud her in the ability to narrow these messages down to 52 cards as she was

guided to do. Reverse cards are encouraged because it will reveal the "Protection Message", these

aren't negative messages. On the contrary, these messages from Spirit will assist in revealing

thought patterns, beliefs, or behaviors that could be blocking or self-sabotaging.Each card will

have:1) Essential Meaning2) The Oracle's Message3) Relationship Message4) Prosperity

Message5) Protection Message (Reversal cards)The Guidebook also includes information

pertaining to the importance of phrasing questions the correct way, a cautionary note on oracle

abuse, preparation before readings, spreads, and examples. This is a well written book and a little

thicker than many other guidebooks written in the past. I would love to see a larger, full color, and

expanded book in the future.I've been doing readings for almost 30 years, own a variety of oracle

and tarot cards, including those of Colette Baron-Reid. I can tell she & Jena DellaGrottaglia put in a

great deal of thought, effort, time, & energy into this deck. I've owned this deck and have used it 3

days...ALL the readings have been SPOT ON with greater depth for myself and clients. At the price

as it is today ($12.61), it's a fine gem at a fantastic price, and a wonderful tool I'll be using for years

to come with much Gratitude!

I was extremely excited that my oracle deck arrived today. This deck is very different than Colette's

usual style, as she notes in the guide book. They have been spot on in the readings that I have

done. I think that users, even novice, will delight in the wisdom that has been divided into four

aspects delivered for each card. Many of us cringe when our card is reversed. In this deck the

reversed card has a message of protection, which takes the negative vibe away and delivers a



positive message from the Oracle...she is looking out for you and in a gentle way heeds some loving

advice.

I'm the author of the cards, or perhaps I would say the channeler of the spirit of the oracle and I'm

so happy so many of you are loving it as much as I loved co-creating it. It really was like giving birth!

I worked as always very closely on the art concepts with my digital artist Jena della Grottaglia who

has brought my work to life in ways so true and so powerfully. It really has been a deep and

profound collaboration between us both and I honor her contribution. The elements of the art are all

deliberate, yet metaphoric in nature. I hope you see beyond the ordinary to allow the oracle to be a

conduit for a Greater Consciousness, awakening your own inner oracular nature. May you be

guided gently and lovingly forward- always protected and divinely directed. Sending all my blessings

and love... Colette Baron-Reid xooxoxo

I'm still getting to know this deck, and will probably post an update. The artwork is ethereal and

whimsical and features delicately wrought scenes in gentle pastel washes. This is my first deck by

this author (although I have used some of her apps). Interestingly, there are several interpretations

for each card (general, prosperity, relationships, protection). When giving readings for others, you

may want to explain this to them beforehand so that they can decide whether they want a general or

specific reading. I usually give them the general oracle message unless their message deals with a

specific area, such as work. I'm not a professional reader--I just pull occasional cards for friends.

The artwork is lovely, very feminine. There are no males in this deck--something which, I'm

embarrassed to admit, I hadn't noticed until a reviewer on another site pointed it out. I can see that

this author has taken previous criticisms (largely of the presence of reversed cards in her other

decks) to heart--in this case, reversals have been changed to protection messages and the artwork

and messages are largely gentle and positive. Recommended. Do a Google Image search if you'd

like to see more of the deck. I plan to add several pages from the guidebook to this review so you

can have a sense of it.
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